Created in 2010, C4C is a broad-based coalition that seeks an informed debate on how copyright can more effectively promote innovation, access, and creativity.

C4C DECLARATION & EXAMPLES

1 Declaration* + Examples

- Harmonise Copyright Exceptions
- Act as a Spur to Innovation
- Support User Creativity
- Ensure Accessibility by all
- Support Education & Research
- Facilitate Preservation & Archiving
- Regulate Monopoly Rights

39 Signatories** with global (21), European (8) and national (19) representativity

PAST, CURRENT & UPCOMING CHALLENGES

- National reforms & Orphan Works
- EU Copyright Legislation

*Any NGOs, sector, interest and trade associations with an interest in a balanced and effective copyright regime can sign on to C4C. You can contact us at:

**A full version of the Declaration is available on our website, in English and French:

http://www.copyright4creativity.eu

@C4C

info@copyright4creativity.eu